Utilization

May 24 planned shut down

Monthly Jobs by Group

- admin: 1 (avg 94)
- allice: 1167 (avg 1101)
- atlas: 1
- dayabay: 68 (avg 143)
- majorana: 1 (avg 63)
- other: 1 (avg 27)
- star: 1948 (avg 1560)
- lux: 15
- captain: 1 (avg 11)
- lz: 25 (avg 33)
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Past

May 25 - NERSC quarterly shutdown

Future

June 11 - bldg 59 no power

Impact:
- disabled pdsfNN login nodes
- reduce batch system capacity (Mendel is down)
Bi-weekly office hours in June

• Wednesday, June 8, 2-4 pm, 59-3034-CR
• Thursday, June 23, 2-4pm, 59-4016-CR
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